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11.00 CINEMA SIZZLE #1 

11.05 UKCA WELCOME
Phil Clapp – UK Cinema Association

11.10 KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Kenneth Branagh

11.35 PLATINUM SPONSOR WELCOME – COMSCORE MOVIES

11.40 UK BOX OFFICE IN REVIEW – COMSCORE MOVIES
In this opening session, Lucy Jones from Platinum sponsor Comscore Movies will provide an 
overview of UK cinema box office performance in late 2021 and early 2022 and speculate on 
what this – and responses to their ‘PostTrak’ poll of audience sentiment – might mean for box 
office over the remainder of the year.
Lucy Jones – Comscore Movies

11.55  AUDIENCE ATTITUDES TO CINEMA-GOING: UPDATE – METRIXLAB
Since the very first lockdown in March 2020, Metrixlab has been undertaking a regular 
industry tracker of audience attitudes and sentiment amongst cinema-goers, findings of which 
have allowed the cross-industry body Cinema First – who commissioned this work – to shape 
its response to the pandemic. 

Attendees at the 2021 UKCA conference were able to hear an account of the key emerging 
trends at that time. In this year’s session Dan Braithwaite from Metrixlab will be sharing 
headline changes in outlook amongst audiences as the recovery of the sector gained 
momentum towards the end of last year and into 2022.
Dan Braithwaite – MetrixLab

12.10 THE CHALLENGE OF RE-ENGAGING OLDER AUDIENCES – RED C
 Recognising the particular challenges presented by this audience segment, Cinema First has 
commissioned the research agency RED C Research to look in closer detail at the attitudes 
and behaviours of audience members aged over 45. In this session, Richard Barton and 
Charlotte Butterworth from RED C will present the headline findings of this work.
Richard Barton – RED C Research
Charlotte Butterworth – RED C Research
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12.30 PANEL DISCUSSION
In this panel session, Sharon Reid from Cinema First will discuss both the MetrixLab and 
Red C research with a panel of exhibitors and distributors inviting them to reflect on: the extent 
to which these findings match their own experiences; what more the sector should be doing  
to re-engage more challenging audience segments in particular; and the scope there is for  
a more collective effort in this regard.
Sharon Reid – Cinema First (Moderator)
James Collins – ODEON Cinemas Group
Stuart Henderson – Studiocanal
Craig Jones – Walt Disney
Amanda Mundin – Manero Cinemas

13.00 SPOTLIGHT – ELECTRIC BIRMINGHAM
It was announced last November that the Electric Cinema – a much-loved but neglected art 
deco site in Birmingham town centre – had been acquired by Kevin Markwick, owner of The 
Picture House, Uckfield. Having overcome a range of challenges but with a supportive and 
expectant local audience, the Electric re-opened its doors in January for the first time since 
the initial COVID lockdown in 2020. 

In this Spotlight session, Katie Markwick from the Electric will explain how the venue went 
about identifying and engaging its audience, and learnings from the early weeks of re-opening.
Katie Markwick – Electric Birmingham 

13.15 LUNCH

14.15 SPOTLIGHT – INDUSTRY TRUST FOR IP AWARENESS
The pandemic made film consumption an in-home activity for long periods of time, not all of it 
legal. But with cinemas having now fully re-opened, have some audiences been lost forever to 
infringement lockdown behaviours? 

In this Spotlight session, Liz Bales from the Industry Trust for IP Awareness presents the latest 
research findings on illegal film consumption and its potential impact on the recovery of the UK 
cinema sector. 
Liz Bales – Industry Trust for IP Awareness

14.30 HARNESSING STREAMING TO DRIVE AUDIENCES TO INDEPENDENT CINEMA – MUBI GO
MUBI GO brings together MUBI’s curated streaming platform with the big screen, offering 
subscribers the opportunity to watch one great film on the big screen each week, curated 
by MUBI and in partnership with local cinemas. In this session, Natalie Ralph from MUBI 
will reflect on the success of this model in driving audiences to independent cinema as the 
box office recovers, with two cinema operators whose sites have participated in the scheme 
sharing their own experiences.  
Natalie Ralph – MUBI (Moderator)
Mark Cosgrove – Watershed, Bristol
Oliver Meek – Rio Cinema, Dalston and Phoenix Cinema, East Finchley*offer limited to new Veezi customers in the UK. T&Cs apply (but nothing too serious!)

If you’re an existing Veezi customer, get in touch with Dave, we’ve got something just as valuable to offer!

JOIN THE
VEEZI FAMILY

AND GET
4 MONTHS

 ON US*

Cloud-based
cinema solutions
for independents

That’s right,
 no fee for 4 months, 

no payment details to enter, 
no contract, and no penalty 

if you decide to leave us. 
Total freedom...

literally!

More info at veezi.com/ukca
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15.00 SPOTLIGHT – THE LIVING ROOM CINEMA 
Due to open in Spring 2022, The Living Room Cinema in Liphook, Hampshire will bring a 
boutique big screen experience to a community which has never before had a local cinema. 
Over two years into the build – and having had to navigate the challenges of the pandemic –  
in this Spotlight session, The Living Room Cinema Founder Claire Beswick will set out the 
journey so far, and in part the approach she has taken to identify and engage a potential 
audience.
Claire Beswick – The Living Room Cinema

15.15 SPOTLIGHT –  LESSONS LEARNT FROM PARALLEL MOTHERS AND THE DUKE
With marketing budgets under increasing pressure, and some of the traditional marketing 
approaches increasingly in question, reaching the target audience for smaller film titles in 
particular is seemingly more of a challenge than ever.  

In this Spotlight session, Faith Taylor from Pathé will outline how these considerations 
shaped the approach taken on the Almodovar film Parallel Mothers – which took over 
£1 million at the UK box office – and more recently The Duke, itself now above £4 million  
– and what this might mean for the future marketing of independent films.
Faith Taylor – Pathé

15.30 BREAK
16.00 SPOTLIGHT – GROWING AUDIENCES FOR SOUTH ASIAN CINEMA

Audiences for South Asian cinema – including Bollywood – are amongst the most enthusiastic 
and loyal cinema-goers, and recent years have seen a number of UK venues make this content a 
key element of their programming. In this Spotlight session, Humberto Michelacci of Cineworld 
Cinemas will say a little about the company’s own journey in developing and engaging local 
audiences for Bollywood films, and some of the lessons they have learnt along the way.
Humberto Michelacci – Cineworld Cinemas 

16.15 NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVENT CINEMA – ECA
Event cinema has a proven ability to attract in new and niche audiences to the cinema. In 
2020, 23 per cent of audiences that attended event cinema content were brand new to the 
cinema. Over the last two years in particular, the ECA has started to see new areas of event 
cinema emerging which are attracting younger audiences to the cinema. 

Following a presentation from Omdia, the panel will discuss the global growth of anime, 
the use of PLF (ScreenX, 4DX and D-Box) for event cinema content and gaming, comparing the 
successes across a number of international markets and how event cinema content, more broadly, 
can be used to attract younger audiences.   
Gráinne Clarke – Event Cinema Association (Moderator) 
Marc Allenby – Trafalgar Releasing
James Dobbin – Natl Amusements (UK)
Oliver Meek – Rio Cinema, Dalston and Phoenix Cinema, East Finchley
Jan Runge – Independent Cinema Consultant
Michelle Stevens – Powster

17.00 CLOSING REMARKS
Phil Clapp – UK Cinema Association

17.15 CLOSE
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10.00 CINEMA SIZZLE #2

10.05 UKCA WELCOME
Phil Clapp – UK Cinema Association

10.10 OPENING ADDRESS
The BFI Film Fund is the key route through which Lottery funding supports the production and 
development of British independent films. 

In this opening address, Mia Bays, appointed as Director of the Fund in October last year, 
will set out some of her thoughts on its future focus as well as presenting a more in-depth look 
at a selection of films supported by the Fund that will be coming to UK cinemas this year.
Mia Bays – BFI

10.50 SPOTLIGHT – DOWNTON ABBEY: A NEW ERA
Downton Abbey: A New Era, released theatrically on 29 April, is seen as a title with significant 
potential to encourage older audiences – who have so far shown a greater reticence to return 
to the big screen – back into UK cinemas. 

In this Spotlight session, Sophie Camp of Universal Pictures will explain how the studio has 
gone about marketing this title, informed in part by lessons learnt from the successful release 
of Kenneth Branagh’s Belfast.
Sophie Camp – Universal Pictures

11.05 BREAK

11.35 WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? NEW PATTERNS IN RETURNING MOVIE-GOER BEHAVIOUR – MOVIO
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings, No Time to Die and Spider-Man: No Way Home 
were undoubtedly welcome high-points in the recovery of cinema audiences in 2021, with a 
clear hope that those returning for the first time to see these major releases would then  
do so for other titles.

In this session, Sarah Lewthwaite from Movio will use real audience data derived from 
over 3 million UK cinema visits to explore the extent to which that hope was realised, and 
what we can learn from the returning audience data to help improve programming and 
marketing strategies in the period ahead. Sarah will then discuss these findings with a panel 
of colleagues from across exhibition and distribution.
Sarah Lewthwaite – Movio (Moderator)
David Cameron – Vue Entertainment
Sophie Camp – Universal Pictures 
Serena Gill – Everyman Cinemas
John Tate – Ilkley Cinema
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Doritos is the no.1 tortilla chip brand* (*Salesout, MAT L52W, W/E 27.02.2022) Nachos has grown +22% in Out-of-Home^ 
(Kantar World Panel, Total OOH - Nachos Spend. YTD W/E 03.10.2021) Can the sources be at the bottom please.

Contact Ketan.Maisuria@pepsico.com for more information!

Contact Ketan.Maisuria@pepsico.com for more information!
^Salesout, MAT L52W, W/E 27.02.2022
*Kantar World Panel, Total OOH - Nachos Spend. YTD W/E 03.10.2021
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12.05 MEERKAT MOVIES AND THE RECOVERY
The pandemic presented challenges to all business sectors, including the industry’s lead 
sponsorship partners comparethemarket.com, who saw significant downturn in their core 
business as well of course as major impacts on their Meerkat Movies cinema ticket promotion. 

In this session, Lauren Hammond of comparethemarket.com will reflect a little on those 
times, but more importantly explain the role played by Meerkat Movies in supporting the 
sector’s recovery now and into the future.
Lauren Hammond – comparethemarket.com

12.25 CLOSING REMARKS 
Phil Clapp – UK Cinema Association

12.30 LUNCH

 CTC ONE COMMUNITY DAY
13.30 CTC WELCOME

Richard Mitchell – Harkness Screens and Cinema Technology Community (CTC)

13.35 THE IMPORTANCE OF CYBER SECURITY
With cinema operations moving online and an increasing number of connected devices inside 
cinemas, understanding the latest threats to data and network security and the risks of these 
is imperative. 

In this session, Andy Compton from leading cyber security consultants Cortida will 
provide a snapshot of the current landscape, the type of threats cinemas might face and the 
preventative measures that can be taken.
Andy Compton – Cortida

14.10 ENGAGING AUDIENCES WITH CINEMA TECHNOLOGY
Building on a panel session from the last UKCA conference, Patrick von Sychowski of Celluloid 
Junkie and the CTC is joined by executives from two of the leading cinema circuit companies to 
discuss consumer attitudes to technology in cinemas, the opportunities over the coming year 
to phrase technology as part of the cinema experience and the specific audience segments 
where technology-based messaging may be essential in order to excite cinema-goers. 
Patrick von Sychowski – Celluloid Junkie (Moderator)
Ruth Hinton – Vue International
Raj Khalid – Cineworld Cinemas 
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14.30 PRESENTATION EXCELLENCE IN EVENT CINEMA
Event cinema provides cinema operators amongst the biggest box office growth opportunities 
but ensuring that live content delivered over satellite or IP is presented correctly offers many 
challenges. Over the past two years, the CTC has worked with a number of industry bodies 
including the Event Cinema Association to create a comprehensive test programme to ensure 
presentation excellence. In this session, the CTC will present this test package for the first time.
Paul Willmott – Saffron Screen and CTC (Moderator)
Gráinne Clarke – Event Cinema Association and CTC
David Pope – MusicScreen and CTC

15.05 BREAK

15.35 PREPARING FOR THE 3D REVIVAL
With the long-awaited sequel of Avatar coming ever closer but with comparatively little 3D 
content available to cinemas over recent years, how ready are venues for a 3D revival? In this 
session, a panel of technology experts from across the industry will talk about some of the key 
equipment challenges, the rigorous testing required and offer guidance on resolving issues. 
Adam MacDonald – GDC Technology and CTC (Moderator)
Bobbie Andrews – RealD 3D
Tony Dilley – Harkness Screens
Mark Kendall – Sharp NEC Displays and CTC
Julia Vinokurova – RealD 3D

15.55 IN THE PUB WITH…
Rounding out the day, everyone’s favourite podcast team will be together on stage for a special 
‘In The Pub with…’ live session. 

Mike Bradbury from ODEON Cinemas Group will be joined by regulars and new faces to 
discuss HFR testing for Avatar 2, Laser Projection Warranties, Equipment Shortages and 
much more.
Mike Bradbury – ODEON Cinemas Group and CTC (Moderator)
Saul Mahoney  – CinePort Media and CTC
Kevin Markwick – The Picture House, Uckfield
Toni Purvis – Amblin Partners and CTC

16.35 CLOSING REMARKS
Richard Mitchell – Harkness Screens and CTC
Phil Clapp – UK Cinema Association

16.45 CLOSE

Bring any Screen to Life!
Whatever size, brightness or flexibility you need, the NEC ML DC Laser Projectors deliver the ultimate 
theatre experience.

Captivate your audience with ultra-crisp almost speckle-free RB Laser technology with 18, 20 or 24,000 
lumens and 2K or 4K resolutions, whilst benefitting from lens inter-changeability with the NC2000 
Series.

Visit sharpnecdisplays.eu
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